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Australia’s pounds are facing 
ever-growing pressure from 

the public to manage the 
community’s companion 

animals responsibly 
and reduce the number 

of pets euthanised in 
the pound system.

Negative press is on the rise, and it’s hardly 
surprising when state and national averages 
for kill rates in pounds show that 1 in 2 cats 
and 1 in 4 dogs are being killed every day 

because homes aren’t found for them.

Here’s a proven solution 
that’s completely free
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For the last ten years, PetRescue has 
been providing a massively successful 
and FREE solution for Australia’s 
shelters and private rescue groups, 
allowing them to connect with tens of 
thousands of adopters every week. 
And the results speak for themselves, 
with more than a quarter of a million 
pets placed with new families, 
thanks to their PetRescue listings.

We are now reaching out 
to all city and council-run 
pounds, offering the tools 
required to effectively and 
easily create a pound-
based rehoming program.

This guide is designed to 
help YOUR pound become 
a PetRescue member and 
get on the right track to 
running a compassionate, 
community-supported 
facility that receives 
nothing but positive 
public feedback.
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 What is PetRescue? 
PetRescue is a website and national support 
network providing free services to help Australia’s 
animal rescue groups, shelters and pounds 
find homes for pets in their care. Today, we 
are the nation’s largest searchable directory of 
homeless pets, and by harnessing technology 
and social media we attract more than 2.8 million 
web visitors to search the PetRescue website 
every year. That’s over 10% of the Australian 
population coming to PetRescue to find a pet.

We also invest heavily in tools, programs and 
campaigns that maximise the life-saving capabilities 
of all our members - from volunteer and foster 
resources, to adoption promotions and advertising.

And the best thing is, we offer PetRescue 
membership and all of our services for FREE.

It’s free and risk-free!
Joining PetRescue is a no-risk way to start 
exploring opportunities for promoting the 
services your council provides and generating 
positive buzz around your facility.

Hundreds of animal management and animal rescue 
agencies are now PetRescue members, maximising 
their life-saving capabilities. And all these great 
opportunities are available to your pound too.

When you join 
PetRescue you will:

ّّ Be able to list your 
pets online, reaching 
an audience of 
thousands every day.

ّّ Have your own 
customisable profile page, 
allowing you to detail and 
promote your services.

ّّ Receive free marketing for 
your events, promotions 
and services, reaching 
an audience of almost 
200,000 people on 
PetRescue’s social media 
and mailing channels.

ّّ Get more national 
exposure through the 
annual PEDIGREE 
Adoption Drive™.
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 What do our rehoming  
 figures look like? 

In 2014, more than

69,000
animals were rehomed.

Up from

44,000
in 2013

That brings the total to over

250,000
since our foundation in 2004.

And with your pound on board,
you’ll help Australia rehome

200,000
every year by 2017

On average, a PetRescue-listed
rescue pet is rehomed every 7 minutes.

�at’s more than 8 an hour!
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 Which is the  
 most effective  
 tool? 

The internet has been an 
enormous boost for animal 
rehoming. Not only does 
it provide a low-cost way 
to promote pets to a wide 
audience, the ‘real time’ nature 
of the internet supports the 
reality - we need a new home 
for this pet and we need it now!

Photographing pets and 
putting their details online 
tends to be a very good 
investment in resources. 
But what tool is best to 
get the maximum impact? 
Should your pound start 
with a Facebook page? Or 
is a PetRescue account 
the best place to begin?

vs
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Facing Facebook
Facebook is a social media tool which 
allows your community to receive updates 
from you. It’s estimated that more than 13 
million Australians have a Facebook account, 
and most check it daily. A huge potential 
adoption market for your available pets, no?

Well, yes and no. While Facebook has a 
huge following, not all people who have 
accounts are also looking for a pet. Your 
brand new Facebook account will start with 
one ‘follower’... you. From there, you work to 
build a fan base by advertising your new page 
in other channels and producing interesting 
content to engage your new audience.

Without a significant investment in building 
your Facebook profile, the audience 
you reach will be limited - especially as 
Facebook’s algorithms can restrict the 
reach of your promotional posts to a very 
small percentage of your total fan base.

Why not both?
Facebook is an excellent 
tool for building a fan base, 
encouraging advocacy and 
promoting your events and 
programs. But PetRescue 
is the best tool for 
connecting with adopters. 
So why not use both?

ّّ Use your PetRescue listings as compelling, visual 
content for Facebook.

ّّ Engage supporters by inviting them to share stories 
and photos of their adopted pets.

ّّ Contact local media to let them know that by joining 
PetRescue and Facebook, you will be saving more lives!

Using Facebook and PetRescue will give your pound a 
positive online presence. Your community will thank you.

Is PetRescue the direct 
link to your adopters?
PetRescue has grown to become 
Australia’s most visited charity website. 
It’s a great place to get started with 
your new adoption program, as people 
visiting the site are actively seeking to 
bring a rescue pet into their lives.

Thousands of pet seekers visit the 
PetRescue website every day. Visitors 
choose the pets they’re interested in and 
make contact with the groups, shelters or 
pounds caring for them. That’s thousands 
of potential adopters, all competing with 
each other, to take home pets just like 
yours. Little wonder more than 95% of 
pets featured on the site find homes, 
thanks to their PetRescue listings.

Using the site is quick and easy, and 
with just a few clicks your pets will 
be seen by thousands of potential 
adopters. PetRescue is the ideal tool 
for achieving maximum reach.
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 How to list a pet on PetRescue 

Once your PetRescue Membership 
application has been approved, 
you’ll have access to our Members 
Area, where you’ll find all the 
basic info and online tools you 
need to start listing your pets.

We’ve spent the last ten years 
developing and refining the listing 
process to make it as effective as 
possible for all our members. 

Using PetRescue is easy, and we 
provide free online support too.

1.  Take a photo

Never underestimate 
the power of a good pet 
photo. It’s the first thing 
pet seekers look at, so it’s 
worth investing the time and 
effort to get it right. One of 
the best ways to get great 
photos is to ask a local 
professional or enthusiastic 
amateur photographer 
to volunteer their time. 
Send out a request to your 
community and social 
networks, or ask PetRescue 
for a recommendation.

If you’re going for the DIY 
option, follow our easy step-
by-step guide to snapping 
shots that really pop!
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2.  Write a profile

Giving potential adopters a few details 
about the pet will allow them to assess 
whether the pet is a good fit for their 
family and lifestyle. While many pets 
enter council facilities with very little 
background information, the more detail 
you can provide about the pet, the better. 
Here are some key points to include:

ّّ Specify whether the pet 
is male or female

ّّ Give an approximate age

ّّ Take your best guess at 
the breed of the pet

ّّ Give the pet a name

ّّ Provide information about the pet’s 
behaviour (i.e. happy/outgoing, shy/
reserved, friendly with strangers, 
friendly with other animals, walks well 
on lead, low energy/high energy)

ّّ Provide medical information.

To generate maximum interest in your 
animals, focus on the pet and their 
personality. Make them sound appealing, 
and present the adoption process as 
a fun and rewarding experience. This 
is a job you can allocate to a creative 
volunteer from your local community.

3.  Set an adoption fee

PetRescue believes a responsible 
rehoming program includes desexing. 
This sends a strong message to the 
community about appropriate animal 
care. We therefore recommend pounds 
place pets on the website under ‘pre-
sale’, meaning the vet work will be 
carried out after the pet is adopted.

Visitors to PetRescue expect to pay 
an adoption fee of several hundred 
dollars, and the fee you set can be used 
to offset the cost of desexing or any 
other veterinary expenses incurred. 

Once an adoption is confirmed, you can 
take a deposit or the whole fee from the 
adopter, drop the animal at the vet, and 
arrange for the new owner to collect their 
new pet directly from the vet once they 
are sufficiently recovered to go home.

Arranging pet transportation and vet work 
are also jobs you can allocate to volunteers.



4.  Communicate the 
response you require

Once your pet is listed on PetRescue, something quite 
exciting happens - people want to take it home!

Think about what you want these potential adopters 
to do. Do you want them to phone you? Do you 
want them to come to your facility in person? Should 
they email? Are you happy to accept adopters 
from other council areas, or even interstate?

Decide which processes will work best for your 
agency and make the necessary preparations. Then 
ensure you give explicit instructions in your PetRescue 
listings to help eliminate confusion and make the 
adoption enquiry process are smooth as possible.

Need help writing 
a great profile?

If you need help and 
inspiration to build your 
confidence and writing 
skills, take a look 
through the listings 
on our site to see 
how other people are 
engaging their readers. 
If you feel you just 
don’t have the time or 
skills for profile writing, 
use your channels 
to find a creative 
volunteer who does.

Alternatively, contact 
PetRescue for 
assistance in finding 
a profile writer, 
photographer and/
or admin assistant.
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 How to get a pet  
 adopted from a  
 great photo 
Great photos get pets 
rehomed - it really 
is that simple.

There is a lot you can do to 
make a pet shine, even if 
your photography skills and 
equipment are limited. Just 
follow these basic rules.

1.  Get two people 
on the job

Two pairs of hands and eyes are better 
at getting pets to really ‘work it’ for the 
camera. Get an assistant to handle and 
coax the pet to pose while you snap away.

For cats, have your assistant sitting draped 
in fabric, holding the cat still in their lap. For 
dogs, get your assistant to hold the lead, 
feed them treats, make smooch noises 
or, if it’s a fenced area, throw a ball.

2.  Get out of the kennels

Get your dogs out of the kennels and into 
the sunlight where they can truly shine. A 
dog behind bars or in a cage seems less 
adoptable, obscuring happy smiles and 
making even the sleekest coats seem dull.

Using lawns and greenery as a 
background is great for balancing light in 
all conditions. If you don’t have access 
to these, use a plain wall, blanket or bed 
outside. Avoid cluttered, messy or dirty 
backgrounds that will distract the eye.
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3. Avoid the 
‘zombie eyes’

In flash photography, pets’ eyes turn out red 
or green for the same reason humans get 
red-eye – the light is simply reflecting off of 
the back of eye when the pupils are dilated. 
Shooting your photos outside in natural light 
will avoid the dreaded ‘zombie eye’ effect 
and allows the soul to shine through.

4.  Beware of the 
black hole

When photographing black or dark 
coloured pets, choose a well-lit area with 
a contrasting background colour. Grass 
is particularly good at balancing light, 
and sand or light foregrounds create 
highlights in their eyes and smile.

5.  Grab their 
attention 
with props

There is something very 
special about pets making 
eye contact with humans – it 
makes us feel connected. 
So, when taking your photos, 
make sure the pet is facing 
the camera and focusing their 
attention on you. This is easier 
to achieve with dogs than 
other animals, but food treats, 
toys and objects that make 
an interesting noise will tempt 
pretty much any animal. For 
a simple homemade prop, fill 
a paper bag with a handful of 
rice or dried beans and give it 
a shake to get their attention.

By holding these objects next 
to the camera lens, just out 
of range, you’ll get the pet 
looking straight at you with 
their best ‘begging eyes’.

Placing colourful props in 
photos is also a good way 
to catch the eye. A bright 
collar or bandana can work 
a treat (rumour has it, red or 
pink is the best). Or perhaps 
include a favourite toy or 
comfy bed in the picture 
– but don’t over-clutter 
the shot. Keep it simple.
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6.  Get on their level

Crouching or lying down on your front to 
get on eye-level with the pet creates a much 
more engaging photo than one that’s taken 
looking down or from a distance. You can 
even experiment with some creative angles 
– looking up at the pet as you snap away.

7.  Put on a happy face

Dogs in particular have very expressive 
faces, and by capturing their ‘happy face’ 
you’ll instantly give them adoption appeal. 
An open mouth and smiling eyes 
makes them look friendly and can 
easily be achieved by engaging 
them in a little play and run-around 
before you snap their portrait.

8.  Give yourself 
plenty of time

The quickest way to ruin a pet photo is to 
rush it and force the pet into doing something 
it doesn’t want to do. Give them time to feel 
comfortable with the situation and relax in 
your company. That way you’ll get them 
looking their best - natural and happy!
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 Pet listing DOs & DON’Ts 

A quick checklist of DOs
DO give your 
rescue animal 
a name
Even if you have to 
make one up, based on 
how the pet looks, this 
helps potential adopters 
connect with the pet.

DO be honest
Tell the truth, but 
try to focus on the 
positives, rather than 
the negative aspects of 
the pet’s personality.

DO include the 
reason the pet 
was surrendered 
if it reflects well 
on the pet
For example, if the owner 
has moved, died or was 
put in a nursing home. 
It reinforces that the 
pet has been cared for 
and not surrendered for 
behavioural issues.

DO try to 
differentiate 
your listings
Grab the adopter’s 
attention and engage 
them with compelling 
words. If you always 
write ‘more information 
coming soon’ or ‘contact 
us for more information’ 
your pet listing will be 
skipped over in favour of 
those with more detail.

DO make time 
to meet the 
rescue animal
Whenever possible, spend 
a little time getting to know 
the pet before you write 
their profile. This will help 
you understand who they 
are and who their perfect 
adopter would be.

DO highlight the 
most desirable 
features first

This pet *is* great, you 
know it, so make sure 
you communicate 
that from the start.

DO use listings 
to drive traffic 
to your other 
rescue animals
There’s real value in using 
listings of pets on trial to 
direct potential adopters 
to other suitable matches. 
Even if ‘fluffy little Jennie’ 
is no longer available, that 
adopter might be interested 
in other pets you have 
available with a similar look 
and temperament. So keep 
a list of your available pets 
by the phone so you can 
suggest another pet that 
may be of interest to them.
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DO update 
your pound’s 
PetRescue profile
Refresh and update 
the information about 
your facility, your goals, 
achievements and logo. 
This builds confidence 
in potential adopters that 
you are a professional and 
legitimate organisation 
looking to help them 
find a great pet.

DO track your 
enquiries
When someone responds 
to your pet listing with an 
enquiry, don’t be afraid 
to ask where they heard 
about you and your pet. 
If you’re getting good 
responses from your 
PetRescue listings, you’ll 
know it’s a good use of 
your time and energy.

DO remember 
to have fun

The more profiles you 
create, the easier the 
process becomes, the 
more confidence you gain 
and the more pleasure and 
fun you’ll get from writing 
them. And when you enjoy 
writing them, it will show in 
your listings, so your 
audience will enjoy reading 
them too.



Pet listing DOs & DON’Ts 

A quick checklist of DON’Ts
DON’T focus on 
the negatives
Stay positive and promote 
the pet’s best traits.

DON’T use 
words that turn 
off potential 
pet adopters
Avoid terms and phrases 
that evoke sadness and 
helplessness, such as 
‘death row’, ‘urgent’ and 
‘she hasn’t got much 
time’ or graphic details 
of past abuse. You want 
your audience to feel 
positive and excited about 
adopting a rescue pet.

DON’T include 
an expected 
euthanasia date
As part of our policy to 
promote adoption as 
a positive experience, 
this is not permitted 
on PetRescue.

DON’T include the 
reason the owner 
surrendered the 
pet if it reflects 
badly on the 
previous owner
Not only does this leave 
you open to prosecution 
for libel, it also intimidates 
potential adopters. 
It’s important that you 
remain upbeat and 
appear approachable.

DON’T just write 
‘contact us for 
more information’ 
as the profile
That won’t engage 
your ideal adopter or 
encourage them to act.

DON’T use 
abbreviations or 
industry terms

Your adopters might feel 
confused or intimidated 
if you use industry terms 
they do not understand 
such as LWF, DSC, due 
date, HD, PTS. So make 
sure you communicate 
clearly and simply.

DON’T overuse 
capital letters
THE OVER USE OF 
CAPITAL LETTERS 
MAKES IT LOOK LIKE 
YOU ARE SCREAMING 
AT YOUR READER!

16
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 How to apply  
 for PetRescue  
 membership 
A PetRescue account is 
totally free to all pounds, 
shelters and rescue groups.

Fill out the online application form 
at petrescue.com.au/groups/new. 
Once you’re approved, you can begin 
listing pets on our site immediately.

http://www.petrescue.com.au/groups/new


Thank you
You’re doing a wonderful thing!

By acting compassionately and 
caring for homeless animals, you 
are doing an amazing thing for 
your community. We are hugely 
grateful to the many wonderful 

people who sacrifice a little of their 
own lives to help stray animals.

PetRescue is looking forward to 
helping you connect with your 

community and find some great 
new homes for your pets.
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Thanks to K9Kate Pet Photography, the Animal 
Protection Society of WA and all other photographers 
and pets who featured in this guide to help save lives!

Guidebook design by Mark Gilliland at Vs.Creative.

Thanks to our Safe & Sound 
Pounds Guidebook Sponsors! 

http://www.k9kate.com.au
http://www.apswa.asn.au
http://www.apswa.asn.au
www.vscreative.com.au
https://www.lush.com.au
https://www.pawshake.com.au
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